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HOOK/                                                                                                                                                                                                                 HIT SONG              

REFREAIN:   Love me. Need me.                                                                                                                         

X    It’s the only thing we’ve got                                                                                                          

X    that means anything.                                                                                                                    

X    Hold me, love me                                                                                                                                     

X    for tomorrow I may just be gone with the dawn. * 

1. I had this feeling that I couldn’t keep her forever 

one never knows if we’ll even have tomorrow. 

Though we tend to take for granted      

life will be here in the morning 

the only life we really have  

is time we borrow . . .  

She said, “Just love me like we’ll never love again.”   

 

   [REPEAT HOOK/REFRAIN] 

                                     

2. She means more than the whole world to me, 

all that matters. 

My work and all my play is all meaningless otherwise. 

And if tomorrow the universe 

erodes, explodes or shatters 

if she’s left with me, all the world’s still ours 

in our eyes. 

“Just love me like we’ll never love again !” 

    [REPEAT HOOK/REFRAIN] 

BRIDGE:   And as you lie here beside me in the dark                                                                                           

. our souls dance in the sun                                                                                                          .   

. weaved together, as one.                                                                                                             

. And as me melt as one body                                                                                                           

. as one spirit, vanished, gone !                                                                                                       

. Will you still be with me, at the dawn ? 

    [INSTRUMENTAL]      

3. And if tomorrow never comes 

as each day proves it never will 

let others push and shove and run 

to climb another hill. 

I’ve found the one thing I’m content with  

here and now and always will __ 

just love me like we’ll never love again . . .  

I love you every moment like we’ll never love again. 

 

   [REPEAT HOOK]  

   [REPEAT FIRST HALF OF BRIDGE] 

   [REPEAT HOOK AND FADEOUT ON MODIFIED LINE]: 

                                                                                                                                          Written: November 19, 2014                                               

. . .  as if tomorrow I could be gone with the dawn.                         __________________________________________                                                        

x                                                                                                                                      * Alternative modified  words of Hook in                                     

x                                                                                                                                         subsequent repeats: “Have me, want me;”                                                             

x                            [END]                                                                                                “Crave me, adore  me,” etc.                                                     
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